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ABSTRACT:
In mining operations the evaluation of the stability condition of the excavated front are critic to ensure a safe and correct planning of
the subsequent activities. The procedure currently used to this aim has some shortcomings: safety for the geologist, completeness of
data collection and objective documentation of the results. In the last decade it has been shown that the geostructural parameters
necessary to the stability analysis can be derived from high resolution digital surface models (DSM) of rock faces. With the objective
to overcome the limitation of the traditional survey and to minimize data capture times, so reducing delays on mining site operations,
a photogrammetric system to generate high resolution DSM of tunnels has been realized. A fast, effective and complete data capture
method has been developed and the orientation and restitution phases have been largely automated. The survey operations take no
more than required to the traditional ones; no additional topographic measurements other than those available are required. To make
the data processing fast and economic our Structure from Motion procedure has been slightly modified to adapt to the peculiar block
geometry while, the DSM of the tunnel is created using automatic image correlation techniques. The geomechanical data are sampled
on the DSM, by using the acquired images in a GUI and a segmentation procedure to select discontinuity planes. To allow an easier
and faster identification of relevant features of the surface of the tunnel, using again an automatic procedure, an orthophoto of the
tunnel is produced. A case study where a tunnel section of ca. 130 m has been surveyed is presented.
Though routinely applied, this method has some drawbacks.
Apart from the risk of falling stones in an area not yet
consolidated, the measurement are restricted to the lower part of
the tunnel, directly accessible by the geologist. The survey takes
some time to carry out, which interrupts the excavation
activities. Moreover, if the tunnel is intended for civil use (e.g. a
road or a railway), the documentation gathered by the geologists
cannot be verified later. In case of an accident due to rock fall
during the construction or other damages occurring after the
opening to traffic it’s almost impossible to independently assess
the actual initial geomorphological conditions and find out
whether some design or construction error occurred: in other
words it is not possible to verify the correspondence of the
measured data with the previous state of the tunnel.
Improving the data collection in terms of safety, amount and
distribution of measurements without increasing or perhaps
even reducing the time needed would improve the efficiency of
the quarry management; a better documentation of the surveys
would also be desirable.
To improve the data acquisition technique, overcoming its
current critical aspect, it was decided to develop an innovative
system based on photogrammetry, where the geostructural
characteristics are derived from measurement made on a high
resolution DSM (Digital Surface Model).

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Geostructural data acquisition in tunnels
The mining operations in an underground quarry run
continuously all over the day and are organized in cycles each
made by three phases: the perforation and the insertion of the
explosive charges at the front, the detonation of the charges and
the removal of the material. Since the drilling machine is guided
by a laser system, points are marked along the walls of the
tunnel and surveyed with a total station so that any subsequent
operation can be referred to the tunnel reference system,
monitoring the progress of the excavation and checking its
conformity to plans.
Technical prescriptions foresee that a geological report is
produced which describes the general geostructural
characteristics found during the progress of excavations.
Periodically, a geological survey is therefore executed to verify
the stability conditions at the front. The ISRM (International
Society for Rock Mechanics) recommendations prescribe the
sampling of all the discontinuities traces that intersect a certain
reference line (scan line) or that fall within a certain window:
for every discontinuity track detected the orientation is assessed
using a geological compass and the spacing with respect to
traces of the same family is measured with a tape and reported
in a sketch.
The gathered data are analysed generally using a statistical
approach: by clustering all the spatial orientations of the
discontinuities, their families are highlighted and the behaviour
in case of collapse of the rock structure predicted. It is therefore
essential that the number of discontinuities sampled is high
enough to make the statistical analysis significant. Moreover,
the geologist must evaluate the lithology of the rock mass, the
presence of water and/or gas and carry out tests of resistance to
compression.

1.2 Non-contact measurement techniques
So far the use of photogrammetric techniques in tunnels has
been concentrated on the monitoring of the deformations and
displacements in the period following the excavation, measuring
periodically the three-dimensional displacements of targets
applied to the vault and to the side walls (Nakai et al., 2003).
The same operation are today mostly performed using a
Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) (Nuttens, T. et al., 2010; Fekete
et al., 2009) comparing point clouds acquired at different
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epochs. Receently commerccial close-rang
ge photogramm
metric
software desiigned for the generation off digital modeels of
tunnels have bbeen produced (Somervuori
(
& Lamberg, 20099).
As far as m
mapping the discontinuities trraces is conceerned,
images has beeen used for some time (Tso
outrelis et al., 1990;
Crosta, 1997)); with image processing techniques tracees are
extracted annd measured automatically
y in undergrround
operations, w
where lightingg conditions can be contrrolled
(Hadjigeorgiouu and Lemy, 2005). Disco
ontinuity trace s are
particularly im
mportant in stabbility analysis of tunnels sincce the
discontinuity surfaces are allways very sm
mall and experttise is
ntinuities due tto the
required in diiscriminating sttructural discon
disturbance oof blasting annd excavation.. Determinatioon of
discontinuity pplanes by segm
mentation of poin
nt clouds or annalysis
of a DSM havve been propossed and used for
f some time iin the
geological surrvey of open pits
p and rock faces
f
(Roncellaa and
Forlani, 2005; Slob et al, 20005)

od with a panorramic head. Thhe tripod is set to position thee
tripo
cameera at an approp
priate elevationn from ground; the
t head allowss
to ro
otate the cameraa around a horizzontal axis by 180°; a series off
stopss allows the ro
otation of the ccamera by pred
defined angularr
stepss, designed to
o maintain thhe desired ov
verlap betweenn
consecutive shots (ssee Figure 1.a).
The tripod is possitioned in suuch a way thaat the cameraa
projeection center iss approximatelyy in the longitu
udinal plane off
symm
metry of the tun
nnel. The laser pointer, aligneed to the axis off
rotattion of the dev
vice, help to sset the tripod in the correctt
posittion, by moving
g the head untill the laser spot is on a paintedd
crosss on the excav
vation front thaat marks the tu
unnel axis. Thee
imag
ging geometry foresees
f
the acqquisition from each station off
a tun
nnel section (ffrom pier to piier, excluding the pavement))
madee of slightly overlapping imagges (side lap).

2. SYSTEM
M DESCRIPTIION
The system deeveloped is borrn with the aim of allowing a tthreedimensional rreconstruction of the detail of
o the whole ttunnel
(walls and ceiilings of excavvation vaults an
nd facade) requuiring,
however, shorrt acquisition times
t
to not interfere excesssively
with the excavvation operationns. The galleries are consideredd 8 to
12 m (miningg tunnels) widee with approxim
mately vertical piers
with a height of 3 to 5 meterrs supporting a semi-circular vvault:
i thus between
n 7 and 11 meteers.
the total heighht of the tunnel is
Using a TLS in such enviroonment requirees much longerr data
mes compare too photogrammeetry, if uniform
mity in
acquisition tim
object sampliing resolution and minimizaation of occluusions
should be achhieved on the very
v
irregular su
urface of the tuunnel.
Indeed, the onnly way to compply with such reequirement wouuld be
setting TLS sttations at very short distancess; this takes tim
me for
setting the insttrument, orientiing the scans, as
a well as, at leaast for
some instrumeents, for data accquisition: overrall, no less thaan 1015 minutes perr station, even to
t an experienced operator.
Photogrammettry is therefore considered a better approach tto the
problem: imagge acquisition is usually very
y fast and movving a
digital cameraa is much easiier than a heav
vy TLS; even if the
number of thee photo stationss is high, the tim
me required to shoot
the images arre minor if coompared to thee other analysiis the
geologists shoould perform; the system deeveloped is abble to
significantly rreduce the tim
me of in situ survey, assigninng to
successive staages of data processing thee restitution oof the
model.
In particular a prototype off a panoramic head mounted on a
photographic or topographhic tripod haas been deveeloped
mera)
allowing easyy movement off equipment (diigital reflex cam
and allowing, at the same time,
t
to meet the block geom
metry
specifications granting the reequired accuraccy and resolutiion of
the DSM.
mage data anaalysis is conceerned, to limiit the
As far as im
intervention oof human operators during th
he block orient
ntation
and DSM restitution, proprietary develop
ped Structure from
Motion (SfM) and Dense Maatching (DM) algorithms
a
havee been
adapted to makke these phasess completely au
utomated. In thiss way
the same prodduct obtainable by TLS (a high
h resolution DS
SM of
the gallery) is produced in shhorter times and
d at low costs. T
These
aspects, whicch are probaably the mosst technically and
scientifically significant contribution of the paper, wiill be
treated in the nnext section.

a)

b)

c)
gure 1. Image sequence
s
acquissition along the tunnel and at
Fig
the excavatioon front
m
on by a
Oncee the transversal strip is shott, the tripods moves
longitudinal base length and acqquires a new trransversal stripp
ure 1.b). The new
n
one overlaaps with the previous by thee
(figu
predefined percentaage. A longitudi
dinal strip is therefore made byy

2.1 Image accquisition device
The device deeveloped for fasst and effective image acquisittion is
made of a diggital camera, a laser pointer and a photogrraphic
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all images acquired from the same stop of the rotation device
from the different stations along the tunnel axis. Once the
recently excavated section of the tunnel is surveyed, the
excavation front is also surveyed by a minimum of three images
(figure 1.c).
Once a new section is cleared after the blast, reference marks
are painted on the piers and surveyed to check the progress of
the drilling machine according to plan. They can easily be
recognized in the image sequence and therefore used as control
points for the orientation of the block of strips. This allows the
progressive georeferencing of blocks along the tunnel,
consistent with the tunnel reference system, without additional
survey work that may interfere with the excavation.

identify the Ground Control Points (GCP) needed to georeference the image block.
Most FBM techniques used for image orientation are based on
the use of detector/descriptor operators. The detector is capable
of finding interest points in the images, while the descriptor
associates a vector of information to each single detected point.
As shown in (Roncella et al., 2011) the use of a scale-invariant
feature extractor/descriptor, in this particular framework, is
essential to obtain good results: as far as straight tunnel section
are considered the use of any interest operator/descriptor is
unimportant; due to the high overlap between consecutive
images, and thanks to the high regularity in the block geometry
and very good image texture, any strategy reach very good
results. Nonetheless, sometimes, on the side walls of the tunnel
apertures and intersection with other galleries are present: in
that case the perspective changes between consecutive images
are much higher and a non-scale invariant operator can lead to
unpredictable results.
For this reason a SURF operator/descriptor has been
implemented in the FBM routine: the SURF operator is partly
derived from the SIFT detector and uses an integer
approximation to the determinant of the Hessian, which can be
computed very fast with integral images: while the SIFT
operator is computationally very heavy, the SURF operator has
a computational load comparable to that of the Harris operator
(commonly used in many SfM strategies, even if it’s only
rotation invariant). Moreover, its scale invariance properties
should grant higher repeatability compared to Harris.
To select the corresponding features by comparing directly the
values of the descriptors, an exhaustive search along the lists
can be performed; the computational load can be very high,
though, due to the large number of features usually extracted by
the operator. It is more efficient to use approximate methods
like the kd-tree (Beis et al., 1997), that are faster but still deliver
extremely reliable results.
As far as the epipolar geometry computation is concerned,
rather than estimate the fundamental matrix, the 5-point
calibrated relative orientation algorithm proposed by Nister
(2004) has been implemented. Compared to the fundamental
matrix, it offers a more straightforward approach that exploits
the fact that, in practice, in all photogrammetric surveys the
interior orientation elements (as well as image distortion
parameters) are known.
The interior orientation is implicitly forced into the estimation
using normalized image coordinates and obtaining directly the
essential matrix. The mathematical model is more complex (it
uses a 10th degree polynomial instead of the 3rd degree one for
the fundamental matrix estimation); nonetheless, since it uses a
more correct deterministic model, the estimation with the
RANSAC algorithm achieves a higher inlier percentage: being
the iterations dependent on the inlier percentage, the method is
computationally more efficient than the old one.
We decided also to enforce the interior orientation during the
three view geometry estimation. In this case it’s much harder to
implement the interior orientation parameters inside the trifocal
tensor estimation: instead of using the trifocal tensor (Hartley et
al., 2000) a RANSAC bundle block adjustment using just three
images is used: six points are extracted randomly from the
correspondences filtered out in the previous stages and the
relative orientations parameters between a reference image and
each of the two others images are computed; using the 6 points
the three images are referred to the same object space; then,
fixing the orientation parameters, all the other point
correspondences are triangulated and image projection residuals
are computed: all the points with a mean projection residual
lower than a specified threshold are considered inlier. Maybe it
can be less time consuming a strategy where the orientation

2.2 Image block design and simulation
In a preliminary stage a simulation has been carried out to test
the feasibility of the method. A tunnel section 10 m long, 8 m
wide and 7.2 m high with rough surfaces has been generated in
a virtual environment and draped with a photorealistic texture.
This is roughly the amount of advance after each blast in the
mining tunnel under study. Finally, artificial illumination
reproducing the one available on site has been introduced. The
synthetic block is made of three transversal strips with
longitudinal baselenght of 2.1 m; the survey of piers and vault is
completed by 6 images spaced by 36°. Overall, therefore, the
block is made of 6 longitudinal strips of 2 models each, plus 3
images of the front.
Synthetic images were generated and processed according to the
pipeline described in the next section; an artificial DSM has
been generated by image correlation. The results, though clearly
obtained under ideal conditions, allowed to draw useful hints for
the realization of the panoramic head and the strong influence of
rock texture and illumination on the outcome.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING DESCRIPTION
3.1 Image block orientation
Many approaches have been developed in the past years in the
photogrammetric and CV communities for the automated
orientation of large and complex image sequences. The former
discipline focuses primarily on precision and reliability of the
results (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2011). The latter is more
concentrated in the orientation of large blocks (thousands of
images) taken with un-calibrated cameras without any metric
purpose except 3D visualization and image browsing (Snavely
et al., 2008).
The main problems preventing the presence of reliable and
precise commercial approaches are the presence of convergent
images, unpredictable baselines and scale variations, lighting
changes, repetitive patterns, homogeneous textured areas, etc. In
this case, however, the geometric configuration of the block is
quite regular: the base-length between consecutive images are
always approximately the same and can be contained to grant a
good overlap along the sequence, helping the identification of
good tie points; all the images have a normal pose with respect
to the object, basically analogous of that in an aerial block; the
object usually presents, at this image scale, very good and
contrasted elements that makes the tie point reconnaissance easy
and very fast.
Consequently the automatic orientation approach has been
designed based on simple SfM algorithms already developed by
our research group for other, more demanding, applications: the
orientation strategy follows a simple Feature Based Matching
(FBM) procedure at the end of which the operator has only to
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parameters coomputed from
m the essentiall matrix stagee are
directly used: in this case thhe outlier can be filtered durinng the
object space referencing off the triplets. Anyway
A
the tri
rifocal
stage is usuallyy very fast sincce the outlier peercentage tendss to be
dramatically loow: just few iteerations are requ
uired to asses a good
orientation sollution.
At the same time the algoorithm already
y provides a m
metric
reconstructionn of the tripletts that can be easily concateenated
afterwards.
n stage all sequuences
At the end of tthe image sequeence orientation
acquired alongg the tunnel muust be tied together. In this casse the
link between aadjacent strips are made extreemely easy thannks to
the particular geometry of thhe images acqu
uired from the same
photo-station: approximatelyy the acquisitiion device, at each
photo-station location, rotatees the camera around
a
an horizzontal
axes that passses through thee perspective center
c
of the caamera
itself; the traansformation frrom the imagee spaces of alll the
frames acquirred in that possition is well-aapproximated bby an
homography tthat depends on
o the rotation
n angle betweeen the
images:
 ܪൌ ି ܭܴܭଵ

S
operatorr
and matching is peerformed by ussing again the SURF
t epipolar con
nstraint to filterr out possible mismatches.
m
and the
The matching proccedure is embbedded in an image
i
pyramidd
kflow and implements a paralllel dense match
hing procedure..
work
Imag
ges may undeergo to epipoolar resampling to improvee
efficiency and com
mputational speeed; a number of parameterss
(such
h as template window size,, image correlation method,,
accep
ptance thresholld, output point
nt spacing, etc.)) can be set too
contrrol the processiing. Dense Mattcher has been used
u
and testedd
exten
nsively in DTM
M generation off rock faces as well
w as in closee
range on cultural heeritage artworkss with multi-photo coverage.

(1)

Where H is the transform
mation matrix (using homogeenous
b
two im
mages,
coordinates) reepresenting thee homography between
K is the calibrration matrix off the camera, which
w
contains aall the
interior orienttation parameteers, and R is the
t relative rottation
matrix betweeen the two imagges.
Since the rotattion angle betw
ween adjacent im
mages is enforcced by
the acquisitionn device, once the interior orientation param
meters
are known, thhe homographyy approximating
g the transform
mation
between them
m can be easily computed. Thee SfM strategy, then,
tries to link thhe tie points onn one image with
w the other iin the
other image: tthat should leadd to the highesst level of tighttening
between the strips since thhe tie points extracted
e
so faar are
tracked for at least 3 imagess along the imaage sequences. If the
points extracteed are not enouugh however, using
u
an Area B
Based
approach, the homologous pooints correspond
ding to the tie ppoints
on one sequennce are detectedd by an image correlation
c
algoorithm
(LSM, Gruen, 1985).
At the end off the proceduree a final bundle block adjusttment
with all the images (and with the GCP
P identified byy the
operator) is peerformed.

Figurre 2. DSM of a tunnel section
n.
3.3 Orthophoto production
At th
he end of the DSM
D
generationn the data colleected should bee
simp
plified to be analyzed
a
and queried more easily by thee
geolo
ogists. To this aim
a the imagess used during DSM
D
generationn
are reprojected
r
to generate an orthhophoto of the inner
i
surface off
the tunnel. Since the geometry of the tunneel is generallyy
comp
plex, a simplifiied model of thhe gallery is req
quired to allow
w
the mapping of itts intrados; inn particular the geometry iss
comp
posed of two planar
p
surfaces approximating
g the abutmentss
whicch support a semi-circular vauult (see figure 3):
3 every DSM
M
pointt under the upper part of tthe abutments are projectedd
ortho
ogonally on th
he planar part of the simplified geometry,,
while the DSM portion
p
whosee height is higher than thee
ments are pro
ojected along the radius dirrection of thee
abutm
circu
ular vault.

3.2 DSM gen
neration
The DTM genneration program
m Dense Match
her being deveeloped
at the Univerrsity of Parma since 2006, im
mplements botth the
Least Squaress Matching (LS
SM) method (G
Gruen, 1985) annd the
Multiphoto G
Geometrically Constrained Matching
M
(MG
GCM)
method (Grueen et Baltsaviaas, 1988). Thee former is a wellknown local area-based meethod, where a linear radiom
metric
transformationn and an afffine mapping are introduceed to
minimize the squared sum
m of the grey values differrences
between the ppatch image annd the templatte image. The latter
further extendd the method coupling
c
LSM with the geom
metric
constraint of the collinearityy equation; thee method allow
ws to
accommodate any number off images availab
ble, exploiting iimage
y of the solutioon. As
redundancy annd providing grreater reliability
input data the program requires interior and
d exterior orient
ntation
parameters off the images annd seed points that
t
approximatte the
object surface to densify.
In most cases the seed pointts may be taken
n from the outpput of
the image bloock orientation procedure of Section
S
3.1, thaat are
normally densse and well distributed
d
overr the image foormat.
Should it be nnecessary, a prreliminary featu
ure based extraaction

Figure 3. Simplified
S
tunnnel mapping geo
ometry
A so
oftware to prod
duce the orthoophoto of the intrados
i
of thee
galleery was proprieetary developedd; its workflow
w is as follow::
first all the DSM points
p
are mappped on the sim
mplified tunnell
geom
metry: the dimeension of the ssimplified mod
del are derivedd
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from the meean tunnel deesign dimensio
ons (height off the
abutments, maaximum heightt of the vault, width
w
of the gaallery,
etc.) and it’s ooriented so that its axis of sym
mmetry coincidee with
those of the D
DSM; for everyy projected poiint the length oof the
projection is calculated (i.e.. the distance from the simpplified
planes represeenting the abuutments or thee distance from
m the
circular surfacce representing the gallery vau
ult); a regular ggrid of
points, repressenting the piixels in the final
f
orthophotto, is
generated ontto the development of the in
nner surface oof the
simplified moodel; for everry grid point the aforementtioned
length of projection is interppolated from the DSM data ussing a
ojection processs for
Delauney triaangulation; invverting the pro
every pixel thhe correspondiing DSM interrpolated positiion is
computed; finnally the interppolated points are
a projected oon the
sequence imagges allowing thhe determinatio
on of the color to be
assigned to eacch orthophoto pixel.
p
In figure 4 aan orthophoto representation of a 40 m ttunnel
section is presented.

m selects the plane
p
with thee
A fiirst iteration off the algorithm
maxiimum number of inliers, i.e.thhe points at a distance to thee
planee less than the specified
s
accepttance threshold
d.
Discarding the inliers from the ppoint cloud, a new
n
RANSAC
C
step is executed and a new plane extracted; and so on. Ideally,,
p
would progressivelly select all pllanes, from thee
the procedure
largeest (in terms off number of inlliers) to the sm
mallest, until alll
pointts have been asssigned or no m
more planes with a significantt
numb
ber of inliers caan be found.
The user can speccify the approopriate thresho
old for Ransacc
comp
putation, depen
nding on level oof discretizatio
on of the DSM::
while with rock facces values in thhe range from 10
1 to 20 cm aree
d in most cases, in tunnels the rrange is from 1 to 3 cm.
used
The attitude data off the planes are expressed throu
ugh the dip andd
d direction off the maximum dip line of thee plane, derivedd
the dip
from
m the normal to
o the plane. Eacch extracted pllanar surface iss
classsified in termss of goodness of fit (mean square error),,
cardiinality, location
n of the gravity centre and finaally dip and dipp
direcction.
Any image of the block
b
depictingg a given rock section can bee
d for segmentattion; this allow
ws the operatorr to look from
m
used
diffeerent directions to the rock aand therefore to
t find out thee
emerrging planes of different fam
milies, which may
m be clearlyy
seen in some frames while being ccompletely hidd
den in others.
measured in a short period off
A larrge number of planes can be m
time, which allows the structural llayout of the en
ntire excavationn
d (including tthe vault), thu
us obtaining a
wall to be studied
statisstically represen
ntative data sam
mple.
4.2 Results
he case study presented
p
here the photogram
mmetric surveyy
In th
coveered a stretch of
o tunnel of caa. 130 m. Thee gallery cross-sectiion has abutments about 3 m high and a sem
micircular vaultt
with a radius of abo
out 8 m. The ressolution requireed for the DSM
M
was 5 mm, whilee the accuracyy needed to achieve enoughh
inforrmation on thee small rock ddiscontinuities was of a few
w
milliimeters in each model. A Nikoon D100 camerra (6 Mpx) withh
a foccal length of 18
8 mm was usedd for the surveey providing ann
objecct resolution off 2 mm/pix on th
the abutment an
nd 3 mm/pix onn
the vault.
v
Usin
ng the device an
nd the imaging technique show
wn in Figure 1,,
so th
hat the approprriate overlap beetween the longitudinal stripss
can be
b obtained, a section of the ttunnel has been
n surveyed. Forr
each
h tripod station, 6 images were taken, each coveringg
approximately a 12
2×8 m patch off the object. Att the end of thee
procedure 6 longitu
udinal strips (w
with 80% longitudinal overlapp
and about 20% sid
de-lap) were pproduced. A to
otal of ca. 1100
imag
ges per strip (i.e. 660 imagess in total) weree captured (seee
figurre 5 where just the first 40x6 im
mages were sho
own).

Figurre 4. Orthophotto of a 40 m tun
nnel section
4. THE GEOSTRUCTURAL SURVEY
S
4.1 Rockscan
n
The geostructtural survey off the discontin
nuities is perfoormed
with the Rockscan program
m, developed at
a the Universiity of
Parma, whichh allows the exxtraction of the orientation annd the
position of disscontinuity surffaces as well as the measuremeent of
discontinuity traces, on thee basis of datta obtained froom a
photogrammettric survey (Ferrrero et al., 2009
9).
The program can operate eitther in fully au
utomatic or in semiautomatic (intteractive) modee. The former mode
m
(Roncell a and
Forlani, 20055) is not suiteed for the anaalysis of tunneels or
artificial bencches, because the identificatiion of discontiinuity
planes is pureely based on a segmentation of
o the point clooud in
plane regions; as pointed out above, the rock surface iin the
tunnel is distuurbed by the exxcavation operaations, so only some
plane surfacess actually belonng to real disccontinuities. In other
words, the ideentification of thhe planes must be supervised by an
operator.
In interactive m
mode, through a GUI, the opeerator selects ann area
on the orthophhoto, that are registered
r
with respect to the point
cloud. By ddrawing a poolyline enclosing one or more
discontinuitiess, a subset off the point clo
oud is selectedd and
passed to thhe plane segm
mentation routine. The RAN
NSAC
gment this subsset in
algorithm is uused iterativelyy to further seg
disjoint sets, eeach correspondding to a discon
ntinuity plane.

Figu
ure 5. The firstt 40 photo-statioon oriented in the
t case study.
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As mentioned in Section 3.1, exploiting the approximate
homography between strips to connect them in a single block,
the points extracted in the overlap area of two longitudinal strips
are transferred to the adjacent one to tie the strips together.
After the registration of all the images with a bundle adjustment
and the successive DSM generation, a detailed orthophoto of the
internal surface of the tunnel was created; the orthophoto
relative to a section of about 40 m is shown in figure 4.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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remote controlling by actuators of the rotating device and of the
camera.
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